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The poets who are talented to write lyrics have tremendous scope in todayâ€™s world of modern
music.When a song is widely accepted as a popular lyric,the composer of that song also will be
gaining reputation and songs written by him will be popular thereafter.When his songs become
much sought after,he will be able to reap huge dividends. There are many poets today who write
songs for lyrics.However,all of them are not able to perform equally well. Hence it is all the more
important for a poet of the new millennium to be a master in that literary art. In order to achieve an
outstanding position in this highly competitive field, one must take efforts to learn well how to write
lyrics.Those who are flexible and are able to reform their composing styles so as to make it suitable
for lyrics can easily be a winner and within a short period of time gains popularity.Though poem and
song have similarities in a few aspects,they have striking differences also.

Poem is purely a literary product and one can enjoy a poem just by reading it and understanding
meanings of each line.Unlike poem,a lyric can be enjoyed by either singing it as a song or listening
to someone who sings the song. A lyric should be pleasing to the listener.It must be capable of
conveying the message through sound and music.A clear and artistically composed lyric can be a
popular hit even if it lacks in meaning. The words in a lyric should be simple and must be easy to
understand for those who listen to the lyrics.The poem can be an independent piece of art.But,in the
case of lyrics, it must be rhythmic and should be within the music structure. Very often,the composer
will write the original song and the lyricist will convert it as a lyric.

A skilled poet who knows very well how to write lyrics will be able to compose a poem according to
the rhythm of an existing lyric.Composing lyric is a great art and one can achieve perfection through
practice and hard work. Verses with viability,repetition of lines, bridges, climbing by numbers etc are
the basic characteristics of a good lyric.The composer who can bring these effects in his
compositions can survive and grow in this field.The song must be easily adaptable as a music that
will impress the listeners and tempt them to listen to it repeatedly.
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Song writerspad is a best a free songwriting software. We provide a new platform design application
software composer of a how to write lyrics in a exciting way to read music without taking your hands
off your instruments like songwriter's pad.
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